


Eco Elevator Gate Lock Set



I  - Assembling the Gate Door

Insert the Vertical Part into Bottom Part on the left side (1), while also inserting the right side of the Bottom Part into the 
square Fence tube (2).   Tighten with a nut & bolt.  Attach to the door frame with  Zip Ties on both ends (3).

Use one Eco Fence as a Gate door assembly – the Fence square tube (horizontal top-rail) should be on your right-hand side 
when the Gate is stood up vertically.
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I  - Assembling the Gate Door

Repeat the same for the top of the Gate Door.
Insert the Vertical Part into Top Part on the left-hand side (4), while also inserting the right side of the Top Part into the 
square Fence tube (5).   Tighten with a nut & bolt.  Attach to the door frame with  Zip Ties on both ends (6).
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Attach the Gate to the Door at the specified spot – the narrow spot on the Vertical Part (7). 
Tighten using the Gate Key as allen wrench (8).

I  - Assembling the Gate Door
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II  - Positioning the Bottom Hinge

Choose a spot for your Gate Door.

Measure and mark 45.5” on imaginary gate door line (9).

Then, mark a 3 ¼”  spot perpendicular to the first mark (10).

Drill a ¾” hole with a ½” diameter drill bit (11). 

Place the Bottom Hinge by setting the pin in the hole
(spring should be closer to you) and drill a ¾” hole with a ½” diameter drill bit (12) through the 
Bottom Hinge sleeve.

When done, set the stabilizer in the sleeve (13).
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III  - Assembling the Posts
Pick a Post that will be a Gate swivel post. Pull out the inner tube and attach the Top Hinge (14), 
and the Double Height Fence Holder (16) on it. Re-insert the inner tube back into the outer tube.
Attach just the Double Height Fence Holders to all Posts the same way. 

When the Post is stood up, the hook on Top Hinge will be facing down, and on Double Height Fence Holders will be facing up.
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Install the Posts (16).

Hang the lower and upper 
Fence panels left and right to 
the Gate opening and adjust 
the Fence holders (17).

it the Lock cover (18).

IV  - Installation
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Install the Gate Door (19) by placing it on the Bottom Hinge. 
The Door should sit on the tooth (Bottom Part).

Fit the Top Hinge into the Gate  Door  (20) (Top Part).

Adjust the Lock height if needed.

IV  - Installation
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IV  - Installation

Use the Gate Key to open the Gate.
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